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A B S T R A C T   

We report results from an in–plane and out–of–plane impedance study on SmB6 single crystals, performed at low 
temperatures and over a wide frequency range. A universal equivalent circuit describes the dielectric behavior of 
this system across the transition, from surface to bulk dominated electrical conduction between 2 and 10 K. We 
identify the resistive, capacitive, and inductive contributions to the impedance. The equivalent inductance, 
obtained from fits to experimental data, drops drastically with increasing temperature, as the bulk starts to 
control electrical conduction. Self–sustained voltage oscillations, observed below 6 K across small crystals when 
biased with a dc current, point to a large SmB6 self–capacitance, likely brought by the surface states.   

1. Introduction 

SmB6 is a strongly correlated Kondo insulator that was recently 
found to have a robust surface state. It shows high–temperature metallic 
behavior which changes to an insulating one below 40 K as an energy 
gap Δ ≈ 15–20 meV opens. This energy gap, brought in by hybridization 
between the localized Sm 4f states and weakly correlated (mostly) Sm 5d 
states, should lead to a diverging resistance at lower temperatures. 
Instead, the resistance flattens below 5 K, which imply a metallic surface 
state. The concept of a tofpological insulator (TI) [1], i.e., a material that 
has an insulating bulk with non–trivial topological protected surface 
states, was invoked as a likely explanation for the low–temperature 
resistance saturation of SmB6 [2–10]. 

Most of the recent experimental research on SmB6 shows conclu-
sively that metallic surface conduction lies behind the leveling–off of its 
low–temperature resistivity. However, some results (e.g. specific heat, 
optical conductivity and quantum oscillation measurements) indicate a 
bulk origin of SmB6 metal–like behavior at low temperatures [11–13]. 
There is currently no clear consensus on this point. The correlated state 
of SmB6 seems only slightly affected by disorder or light doping with 
non–magnetic impurities [14,15]. All these features make SmB6 an 
attractive candidate for applications. 

Most of research on this system has been focused on its equilibrium 
properties. However, samarium hexaboride shows interesting transient 

behavior which is not well studied. A large nonlinear resistance and an 
oscillating response upon biasing single crystals with a small dc current 
at low temperatures are two examples of such transient phenomena 
[16]. A model which involves both surface and bulk states, in addition to 
a strong coupling between the thermal and the electrical properties, has 
recently been put forward to explain this response [17]. Nevertheless, 
there are only few reports on the frequency–dependent transport prop-
erties of SmB6. 

Here, we report results from impedance spectroscopy (IS) experi-
ments on SmB6, performed at low temperatures and over a wide fre-
quency range. By applying a single frequency voltage to the sample, the 
phase shift and amplitude of the resultant current can be determined. 
Both the magnitude (resistive) and phase shift (reactive) component of a 
frequency–dependent impedance yield relevant information about 
intrinsic and extrinsic dielectric relaxation processes. In a linear 
approach, the total response of the system can be described by inductive, 
capacitive, and resistive elements of an equivalent electrical network. 
These components are uniquely defined and give clear and simple 
description of the underlying physical processes involved. We focus our 
study on the 2 to 10 K temperature range in which the SmB6 system 
shows a nontrivial behavior with topological–surface and bulk con-
duction channels competing. In addition, we pursue nonlinear dynamics 
in this region, where large self–sustained voltage oscillations appear 
across reduced SmB6 crystals biased with a small dc current. 
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The remainder of the paper is as follows. The experimental proced-
ure is described in Section II. Results of measurements are reported and 
discussed in Section III, and conclusions are drawn in Section IV. 

2. Experiment 

Ac impedance measurements on stoichiometric SmB6 single crystals 
were carried out in the 1.8 to 300 K temperature range using a Quantum 
Design physical properties measurement system (PPMS). SmB6 crystals 
were grown by the floating zone technique using a high power xen-
on–arc–lamp–image furnace. This method yields large single crystals 
free of contamination although vacancies and defects might be still 
present [18]. Samples used in the experiments were selected from a 
batch of samples based on their quality and size. The surfaces of these 
crystals, (100 planes), were carefully etched, using a mixture of hydro-
chloric acid and water, to remove possible oxide layers. We used silver 
paint, gold or pure indium to prepare contacts for impedance mea-
surements, on recently cleaved, about 200 μm thick samples. We did not 
observe any important features in our measurements which could be 
related to contacts we have applied. 

Impedance spectra were obtained with a precision impedance 
analyzer (Wayne-Kerr) in the 20 Hz up to 10 MHz frequency range. An 
excitation amplitude of 0.01V was applied to ensure the ohmic regime 
with a low signal–to–noise ratio. Before connecting the sample, open-
–circuit and short–circuit tests, in addition to high frequency compen-
sation were carried out, to minimize parasitic contributions from the 
measurement setup. IS measurements were performed in both out–of 
plane and in–plane configurations shown in Fig. 1. In former configu-
ration, a parallel plate capacitor configuration, stray capacitance may 
form on the edges of the electrodes. This causes a measurement error 
that can be avoided using the guard electrode which absorbs the electric 
field at the edge. We applied this guarded method in out–of plane studies 

Fig. 1. (Color online))(a) Measurement setup for in–plane impedance spectroscopy of a SmB6 single crystal in the frequency range from 20 Hz to 10 MHz and 
between 2 and 300 K. (b) Equivalent circuit of the device. (c) Set-up for out–of-plane impedance measurements. (d) Equivalent circuit of the device. RbCb parallel 
connection models the insulating bulk contribution to the total impedance, whereas the RsLs branch gives the inductive response from the sample surface. 

Fig. 2. (Color online) Real part of the in-plane impedance for single crystal 
SmB6 (sample S8) vs. temperature. The inset shows the imaginary part of the 
impedance vs. temperature for the same crystal. 
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(see Fig. 1 c). On the other hand, for an in–plane configuration, reducing 
the electrode spacing diminishes the proportion of the current carried 
through the bulk and increases the measurement sensitivity to the sur-
face properties (see Fig. 1 a). 

To complete our study, current–voltage (I − V) characteristics were 
measured at low temperatures. The SmB6 samples can be driven into a 
dissipative regime with increasing current below about 6 K, where the 
I − V relation shows nonlinear negative differential resistance (NDR) 
from self heating. To properly measure temperature changes arising 
from current flow, we used a differential chromel vs. Au-0.07 at.% Fe 
thermocouple between the cryostat base and the top of the sample. In 
addition, we monitor voltage self–induced oscillations seen in several 
crystals upon biasing with a small dc current at low temperatures. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Impedance spectroscopy 

We analyze the dielectric response of SmB6 single crystals in the 
complex plane. To exclude extrinsic contributions, this is done for 
different types of contacts and sample geometries. Interpretation of re-
sults is carried out in terms of electronic networks to ensure that the 
observed variations of complex impedance arise from an intrinsic 
mechanism. In Fig. 2, we plot the real Re(Z) and imaginary Im(Z) part of 
impedance Z for a single crystalline SmB6 (sample S8) as a function of 
temperature T, in the range from 2 to 20 K, for various frequencies. 
These data have been obtained for the in-plane configuration, with a 

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) and (b) - IS data for T ≤ 10 K, plotted as the negative imaginary part vs. real part of the impedance (Cole-Cole plot) for SmB6 crystal (sample 
S8). Symbols indicate the data; solid lines represent the fit of the data to the model shown in Fig. 1 (b). (c) - variation of the constant phase element exponent n with 
temperature. (d) through (g) - fitted temperature dependences of the equivalent circuit elements for SmB6 (sample S8): (d) - Rb as a function of 1 /T. (e) Req, as 
defined in the figure. (f) Inductance Ls, showing a large drop between 4 and 6 K. (g) Capacitance Cb. 

Fig. 4. (Color online) In-plane impedance for single crystal SmB6 (sample S9) 
as a function of temperature at various frequencies. The upper inset shows 
phase angle vs. temperature. The lower inset displays the Cole–Cole plot at 1.8 
and 10 K for the same sample. Note that Im(Z) is positive at 1.8 K. 
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probe separation of approximately 150 μm (see Fig. 1(a)). Upon 
lowering the temperature, Re(Z) starts to increase quite sharply at about 
20 K and levels out below T≲ 5 K. Previous studies of high quality SmB6 
single crystals have shown the evolution of this system from a semi- 
metallic state at room temperature to a Kondo correlated insulating 
state, and finally to a very low carrier density metallic state at low 
temperatures. It is now generally accepted that, for T≲ 5 K, the transport 
in SmB6 takes place through surface states (SS), as the bulk resistance Rb 
is much higher than the surface resistance Rs. With increasing temper-
ature (4 ≲T≲ 10 K), Rb becomes comparable to that of the SSs, and 
conduction proceeds through both the bulk of the crystal and the surface 
channels. Beyond 10 K and up to approximately 40 K, the bulk resistance 
over this temperature range is much smaller than that of the surface 
states, and the latter have no effect on electrical transport. The data 
plotted in Fig. 2 follow this scheme. Assuming that the surface con-
ductivity is independent of temperature, we obtain for the bulk resis-
tance a thermally activated behavior Rb∝exp(ΔE /kBT), with an 
activation energy of 3.3 meV, for 2 K< T <10 K. 

The imaginary part of Z(T) for the sample S8 also shows a pro-
nounced rise below 5 K for large excitation frequencies, followed by 
leveling out at lower temperatures (see inset in Fig. 2). The Kondo 
insulator SmB6 appears to have an intrinsic metal to high-dielectric 
material transition. As its insulating gap opens completely at low tem-
peratures, the bulk becomes an insulator with a large dielectric constant, 
whereas the surface states are metallic. This can be represented by an 
equivalent parallel RC circuit and a topological surface state [1]. 

Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the IS data plotted as the negative imaginary 
− Im(Z) vs. the real part Re(Z) (Cole–Cole plot) at various temperatures 

in the range from 2 to 10 K. In such impedance plots, one or more 
semicircles may be seen for a parallel resistor-capacitor RC circuit 
measurement; each semicircle corresponding to dielectric relaxation 
arising from different, extrinsic (interfaces) or intrinsic (sample), con-
tributions in series [20]. Our data show one single, “non-ideal” dielectric 
relaxation, evidenced by one depressed semicircle for each temperature, 
where the centre of each semicircle has shifted below the x-axis (Re(Z)). 
For a Debye–like relaxation (an ideal parallel resistor-capacitor 
element), a perfect semicircle is expected [21]. Since the data cannot 
be modeled solely using standard RC elements, we used the alternative 
equivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 1(b), which yields good fits at all 
frequencies. The “depressed” behavior can be fitted by adding a series 
RsLs branch, in parallel to the conventional RC element. Physically, the 
RbCb part accounts for the insulating SmB6 bulk, with a standard 
dielectric behavior (Fig. 1(b)). The RsLs branch corresponds to the 
inductive response, most likely from the sample surface. We also 
examined the equivalent circuit, displayed in the inset of Fig. 3(b) [21], 
which gives a somewhat better fit for the sample S8 data. The Constant 
Phase Element (CPE) has an impedance of the form Z(CPE) = 1/
(Qo(iω)n

) where Qo models the effects of a non-ideal relaxation process 
or retardation. The exponent n is a measure of the “non-ideality” of the 
relaxation process, brought about by non-uniformity of physical prop-
erties of the system. When n = 1, the system is described by a single 
time-constant and the parameter Qo has units of capacitance. Its varia-
tion with T, obtained from fittings to the circuit in the inset of Fig. 3(b), 
is shown in Fig. 3(c). 

The fitting parameters we have extracted from our model for the S8 
sample are shown in Fig. 3 (d)–(g), where each point on the curves 

Fig. 5. (Color online) (a)- Guarded out-of plane impedance for single crystal SmB6 (sample S4) as a function of temperature at various frequencies. (b)- Phase angle 
vs. temperature for the same sample. (c)- Cole–Cole plot between 2 and 10 K. (d)- Req, obtained from the fit to the equivalent circuit vs. T. (e)- Values of the fitted 
inductance Ls, and (f)- capacitance Cb as a function of T. 
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represents a fit at a specific temperature. For this sample, Rs = 288.5Ω. 
As discussed above, the bulk resistance Rb follows thermally activated 
behavior with an activation energy of 3.3 meV for 2 K< T <10 K. The 
equivalent sample resistance Req is calculated as (1/Rb + 1/Rs)

− 1. It is 
worth noticing that Rb and Req are very close above 6 K, suggesting that 
the current flows mainly through bulk beyond this temperature. Fig. 3 
(g) depicts the sample capacitance Cb we have estimated from the 
model. The capacitance stays constant as the temperature increases up 
to about 6 K, where it upturns. For the in-plane configuration (see Fig. 1 
(a)), the field lines of the applied ac electric field are not parallel in the 
sample and the changes in capacitance may not necessarily reflect 
intrinsic changes in the bulk dielectric permittivity. Fig. 3(f) shows 
temperature variation of fitted values for the inductance Ls. In the 

low–temperature metallic state below 4K, Ls ≈ 10
− 6 

H. As the temper-
ature increases, Ls drops by four orders of magnitude between 4 and 6 K, 
and is negligibly small farther on. We note that the temperature varia-
tions of Ls and Req are alike in the temperature range considered. The 
large drop of Ls occurs at the transition from surface to bulk dominated 
conduction. The inductive contribution in the metallic regime may arise 
from the coupling of 2D (metallic) and 3D (bulk) conduction channels, 
likely through defects [22]. The floating zone crystals used in this study 
tend to host more dislocations and vacancies than the SmB6 crystals 
grown from Al flux. In addition, a recent scanning microwave 

impedance microscopy study uncovers one–dimensional conducting 
states in SmB6 which terminate at surface step edges [23]. Such un-
conventional conduction channels might as well lead to large 
inductance. 

The IS data for SmB6 (sample S9) are reported in Fig. 4. This sample 
is identical to the S8 sample, except for the contact separation 
(approximately 25 μm) which is almost one order of magnitude smaller 
than in sample S8. Therefore, we expect surface effects to be more 
pronounced. Indeed, the total impedance increase at high frequencies 
shows behaviour typical of inductive contributions. The imaginary 
impedance Im(Z) is then positive at 1.8 K because the spectra are 
dominated by the surface inductance Ls. The model applies just the 
same. 

The IS results obtained for the out-of plane configuration (see Fig. 1 
(b)) of SmB6 single crystals (samples S1–S4) are much the same as the 
results for in-plane configuration. Fig. 5(c) shows the Nyquist plot for 
sample S4 at several temperatures in the range 2 K-10 K. Variations of 
the magnitude of the impedance Z(T) and of the phase angle θ(T) at 
various frequencies are displayed in Fig. 5(a) and (b). The values of the 
parameters, obtained from the fit to the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1, are 
plotted in Fig. 5(d)–(f). As discussed above, the inductive contribution is 
important below 4 K, drops by several orders of magnitude with 
increasing temperature and becomes negligible beyond 6 K. 

Fig. 6. (Color online)(a)- I − V curves for single crystal SmB6 (sample S4) at various temperatures. (b)- dV/dI curves at the same temperatures. (c)- set–up used to 
measure ΔT. (d)- self heating effect of dc current (ΔT vs. I) measured for the same sample. 
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Values of the equivalent circuit elements, obtained from impedance spectra, for SmB6 samples (black filled circles for S10, blue filled squares 
for S11, and red filled diamonds for S12, respectively): (a) - Rb as a function of 1/T. (b) - Req as a function of T, (c) - Cb, and (d) - inductance Ls variation with T. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 8. (Color online) (a)–(c) Oscillation outputs with a dc bias current of 1 mA for three SmB6 crystals whose images are shown in (d)–(f). The outputs are measured 
by an oscilloscope using a circuit drawn in (g). No external capacitors C are needed to observe oscillations for the samples in (d) and (f). (h)- I − V curves for sample S- 
11 (image in (d)) at various temperatures. 
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Our fits to experimental data were carried out with the least–square 
method. The relative error in parameters Ls and Cb is less than 5% for T≲ 
5 K. However, for T ≥ 6K, the fitting parameters may be more uncertain 
because of the small signal measured. In addition, we observe some 
parasitic stray inductance for the sample S8 (in–plane configuration) 
which bends curves in the Cole–Cole plot very slightly to the right for 
T ≥ 6K. Since any contribution to the impedance from the experimental 
setup (wires plus apparatus) should be temperature independent, this is 
brought, most likely, by electrodes. 

3.2. Nonlinear negative differential resistance 

Current-voltage characteristics for SmB6 samples show nonlinear 
negative differential resistance (NDR) below about 5 K when biased with 
a small dc current. Fig. 6(a) and (b) exhibit I − V and dV /dI plots for 
sample S4 at various temperatures. Fig. 6(d) displays the corresponding 
change in sample temperature. The observed increment in temperature, 
ΔT, is less than 0.6 K over the base temperature of 2 K. 

The NDR is brought about by self heating in SmB6 crystals. Similar 
behavior, albeit with a larger ΔT for SmB6 single crystals, has been re-
ported in Ref.  [16]. In addition, the authors of this report find large 
voltage oscillations driven by a small dc current. To account for this, a 
model, in which a coupling between metallic surface conduction and 
thermally activated bulk conduction gives rise to a large variation in 
sample heating, was proposed [17]. Qualitatively, the Joule heating in 
the surface conduction regime rises locally the sample temperature. As a 
result, the sample resistance decreases, enabling bulk conduction, and 
thus reducing Joule self heating. Consequently, the sample temperature 
drops to the initial value and drives the system back to the surface 
conduction regime. This model, for a rather narrow range of the pa-
rameters, yields voltage oscillations that agree with experiment. 

In our impedance set–up, we do not find self-sustained oscillations in 
the SmB6 crystals. The dynamics of the model reported in Ref. [17] 
depends importantly on the ratio of the bulk resistance to the surface 
resistance in thermal equilibrium. This ratio is about or less than 80 in 
the crystals of Refs.  [16,17,24], whereas it is larger than 104 for SmB6 
we have studied. As a result, raising the sample temperature by 1 K in 
the former case (from a base temperature of 2 K) is sufficient to drive 
SmB6 crystals into a bulk conduction regime but our samples must be 
heated at least 5 K in order to reach the same conduction regime. On this 
account, the sample heating upon biasing with a dc current is much 
smaller in the impedance experiments. In addition, the model of 
Ref. [17] involves local effects and it is not known which portion of the 
sample is affected by current. It is not so in the experimental configu-
ration we have used in which the whole sample is subjected to heating. 
These features might have hindered the non-linear oscillations found in 
Ref. [17]. 

Nevertheless, we observe self-sustained oscillations in the SmB6 
contacted by micro-spot-welded 25 μm gold wires or by pure indium 
deposited on crystal edges. Impedance spectra of these samples yield 
values of the equivalent circuit elements which are plotted in Fig. 7 for 
the temperature range from 2 K to 15 K. Their overall variation with T is 
much the same as in crystals reported above although we find larger 
values of the surface resistance and the inductance Ls for these samples 
as expected because of their larger surface area (see Supplementary 
Material) [19]. 

Fig. 8 shows spontaneous voltage self–oscillations across three single 
crystals of SmB6 upon biasing with a small constant current at 2 K. The 
images of the contacted samples are displayed in Fig. 8(d) to (f) and the 
circuit used is drawn in (g). The bias current corresponds to the NDR 
region of the I − V curves, one of which is plotted in Fig. 8(h). The 
voltage oscillations developed across SmB6 crystals are brought by Joule 
self–heating which induces switching between its surface– and 
bulk–dominated conduction. Both states are made unstable by a 
capacitance C (external or self–capacitance of SmB6) that is charged and 
discharged as the sample evolves between different conduction regimes. 

The oscillations follow, in general, the model of Ref.  [17]; they do not 
depend on the geometry of the crystals although larger contact spacing 
generally leads to lower oscillation frequencies. A threshold and a 
maximum value of the bias current and of external capacitance exist 
between which the oscillations take place; they disappear as the tem-
perature goes beyond 5 K (see Supplementary Material) [19]. 

In our millimetre–order size crystals, the maximum frequency of 
self–oscillations at 2 K is of few kHz. It is mostly limited by a time 
constant of charging/discharging and, therefore, inversely proportional 
to self–capacitance. A modeling of SmB6 in the NDR region as an RC 
circuit yields values of 0.1 to 0.5 μF for self–capacitance, depending on 
the sample size. These values are at least two orders of magnitude larger 
that the fitted bulk Cb values from low–excitation impedance spectra in 
the same samples. It suggests then the self–capacitance is related to the 
surface states. To increase the oscillation frequency, contacting of 
micro–scale single crystals is clearly desirable. 

On the other hand, it is well known that many dissipative systems, 
such as inductor-capacitor-resistor (LCR) circuits with a nonlinear neg-
ative–differential resistance show self-sustained oscillations which can 
be described by the van der Pol equation [25,26]. As shown above, the 
SmB6 low-temperature impedance spectra can be interpreted by an 
equivalent LCR circuit, with NDR coming from the self heating. It is 
therefore reasonable to ask whether the self-sustained voltage oscilla-
tions in SmB6 are the ones depicted by the van der Pol equation. If so, the 
oscillation frequency should be inversely proportional to the square root 
of the effective capacitance times inductance, i.e., LC∝1/ω2. This ver-
ifies that micro–sized SmB6 crystals may work as a current-controlled 
oscillator in the 20 MHz frequency range and above as shown in Refs. 
[17] and [24]. 

3.3. Concluding remarks 

In-plane and out-of-plane impedance spectra were measured in SmB6 
single crystals in order to study the variation of the dielectric response of 
this system at low temperatures. A universal model describes quantita-
tively the complex impedance data in surface- and bulk–conduction 
dominated regimes. The model includes a RbCb circuit and an inductive 
RsLs branch in parallel. The latter becomes dominant at high fre-
quencies. The RbCb element is made of a resistor and a capacitor con-
nected in parallel. It describes standard dielectric relaxations in bulk. 
The RsLs branch accounts for the inductive contribution seen below 5 K, 
in the surface–conduction metallic regime. The equivalent inductance, 
obtained from fits to experimental data, varies nearly linearly with the 
surface area at 2 K. It drops drastically with increasing temperature as 
the bulk starts to control electrical conduction. We tentatively attribute 
this inductive contribution to the coupling of surface and bulk conduc-
tion channels at low temperatures, likely through defects. 

SmB6 single crystals show current–controlled negative–differential 
resistance at low temperatures, which is brought by Joule self–heating. 
For reduced samples, self–sustained oscillations of voltage appear across 
crystals upon biasing with a dc current. Their frequencies are limited by 
the SmB6 self–capacitance, apparently coupled to the surface states. It is 
therefore feasible to design and develop devices using micro–crystals of 
SmB6. These devices, like oscillators (chaotic and periodic), small signal 
amplifiers or threshold switches, would benefit a number of important 
emerging applications, in particular neuromorphic computing. 
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